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Abstract

THE MEASUREMENT OF BONE QUALITY IN MEDICAL
IMAGES USING STATISTICAL TEXTURAL FEATURES
Ning Huang
Thesis Chair: Mukul Shirvaikar, Ph. D.

The University of Texas at Tyler
May 2011

Mineral density and bone architecture properties are the main measures of bone quality.
Dual-energy X-ray Absorptiometry (DXA) is the traditional clinical measurement
technique for bone mineral density, but it is insensitive to architectural information.
Image analysis of the architectural properties of bones can be used to predict bone
quality. This study is aimed at investigating the statistical parameters extracted from twodimensional projection images of the DXA scans and exploring its link with architectural
properties, and its correlation with a bone’s mechanical properties.
In this research, features extracted from the Gray Level Co-occurrence Matrix
(GLCM) for a 2D image are compared with features extracted from semivariogram
analysis in order to estimate bone micro-architectural and mechanical properties. Data
analysis was conducted on 13 trabecular bones of different strengths (with an in-plane
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spatial resolution of about 50µm). Ground truth data for bone volume fraction (BV/TV),
bone strength and elasticity was available for the dataset, based on complex 3D analysis
and mechanical tests.
Correlation between the statistical parameters and biomechanical test results was
studied using regression analysis. The results showed that the cluster-shade parameter
extracted from the GLCM was strongly correlated with the microstructure of the
trabecular bone and also somewhat related to the mechanical properties. Additionally, a
parameter called 'sill' obtained by the semivariogram method was found to be highly
associated with the mechanical properties of the bone and slightly related to its microarchitectural properties.
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Chapter One
Introduction
Dual-energy X-ray Absorptiometry (DEXA) is one of the most popular ways of
estimating bone strength and fracture risk in bone loss diseases such as osteoporosis. This
is because it can test bone mass loss which would be the result of osteoporotic changes.
But the DEXA's insensitivity to architectural changes masks an important factor
contributing to bone strength which cannot be ignored. The new methods of 3D image
analysis such as stereology principles, which provide architectural information are so
costly that they are impractical as a solution. Researchers are developing new practical
techniques which are based on mathematical analysis of the two dimensional plainprojection image obtained from the three-dimensional tissue images of the DEXA.
Texture information could be extracted by statistical analysis of these two
dimensional images. 'Texture' as it is used in this context refers to the visual effect
produced by the spatial distribution of pixel value variation over relatively small areas
[1]. Textural information can be either coarse or smooth. The coarseness index is related
to the spatial repetition period of the local structure. Textural information translated into
the bone’s microstructure can be seen in the bone's volume fraction. It can also be
perceived in other properties of the image.
Texture has been proven to be a function of second-order statistics. The
computation of gray level co-occurrence matrix (GLCM) as a second-order texture
measure is one of the popular methods in texture analysis. Several statistical parameters
can be extracted from the GLCM, to quantify the spatial relationship between pixels
within the area under investigation. In order to qualify characteristics of a bone, different
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GLCM features including energy, contrast, entropy, autocorrelation, correlation, inverse
difference moment, cluster shade are studied [1, 2]. The intent is to identify a measure of
bone strength so that fracture risk can be assessed numerically.
The semivariogram is another method that can be applied to two dimensional
plain-projection images and is based on Markov random fields (MRF). It is used to
indicate spatial correlation in observations of measured pairs of sampled locations.
Exponential models were built on the semivariogram function to analyze the
biomechanical character of the bone.

Objective and framework
This thesis investigates the relationship between 2D projection images and real bone
properties. GLCM and semivariogram algorithms were designed in MATLAB and the
methods are compared. The comparison criteria is the coefficient of determination R 2
based on linear regression models.

Organization of the thesis
This thesis is divided into six chapters. Chapter 2 discusses technical background
including texture definition and introduction of two application algorithms. Chapter 3
gives the sequence of image analysis. Chapter 4 describes the details of materials and of
experiments of GLCM and semivariogram. Chapter 5 lists and analyzes the results of the
experiments. Chapter 6 includes discussion and conclusion.
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Chapter Two
Technical Background
Trabecular structure is important in osteoporosis clinical applications. Turner [3] has
proved that incorporating both density and architecture can improve the bone strength
predictability to 90%. Two-dimensional projection of the bone images can be utilized to
measure “texture”. Luoand Kinney [4] show that texture information related to trabecular
structure is conserved during the transformation from 3D to 2D images using software
analysis. Many texture analysis algorithms have been applied to bone images to estimate
their architecture quantitatively. Fractal analysis of X-ray textures has been used for
identification of osteoporotic patients [5, 6]. Chappard [7] uses run-length distribution
texture analysis methods on X-ray radiographs to prove that it is a reliable descriptor of
bone loss in a rat bone model.
GLCM has become an increasingly popular texture analysis method since the
original study by Haralick [1]. Many researchers have applied it to the geosciences and
remote sensing fields such as SAR sea ice [8, 9], desert [10], cloud [11, 12] and so on. It
is a relatively new method for texture analysis in 2D projections of bone images [13]. As
a result, this method has a lot of potential for exploration. Another popular method based
on MRFs is the semivariogram. This is key function utilized in geostatistics [14, 15] but
has been recently applied to 2D projection bone analysis. Dong [16] has used it to fit a
model of the spatial correlation of the observed phenomenon in trabecular bones.
The goal in this project is to use GLCM based features to detect its parameters
and its relationship with quality of bone and compare it to the semivariogram method.
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2.1 Definition of Texture
Texture is the quality of an object which we sense through touch or feel. Textures are of
many kinds: smooth and coarse, cold and warm, soft and hard, wet and dry (figure 2.1).
In fact, any tactile sensation we can imagine is a texture. In other words, all surfaces can
be described in terms of texture.

Figure 2.1(a) Texture information including sunshine (b) texture information including
cold weather

From Figure 2.1(a) a lot of textural information can be derived: sunshine, green
trees, cars, yellow clock tower, grass lawn, and so on. Figure 2.1(b) also includes textural
information: cold weather, snow, trees, tower covered with snow. It is easier to derive
more textural information from Figure 2.1(a) than Figure 2.1(b). A wealth of information
can be derived from the image based on spatial relationship features: the distance
between two cars, tower height, trees size etc.
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In this research, the hypothesis presented is that textural features obtained from
images of bones will be a strong indicator of micro-architecture or mechanical properties.
This hypothesis is based upon observations of bone images of varying strengths
(Appendix B). There are two components contained in the texture information; one is
pixel value, the other is its spatial inter dependence of pixel values. The variability of
pixel values will demonstrate spatial dependence in most cases. That means the pixel
values are correlated in the image based on location and orientation [1, 2]. This spatial
dependence is deeply related with the micro-architecture of bone tissue under study.
Meanwhile, we can also extract additional texture information such as mechanical
properties of bone from the texture algorithms.
There are many statistical texture algorithms intended to characterize and identify
textures; for example, GLCM [1, 2], semivariograms [13, 14], gray-level run length [17],
gray-level difference vector [18], max-min texture [19], sum and difference histograms
[20], texture spectrum [21] and Fourier power spectrum [22] are among the popular
approaches in the literature. We have chosen the GLCM and semivariogram as our
texture analysis algorithms to investigate features of 2D projection bone image.

2.2 Gray Level Co-occurrence Matrix (GLCM)
The gray level co-occurrence matrix is a primitive measure of texture [23]. It is a
quantitative measure of the second order statistics in an image. The concept of Gray
Level Co-occurrence Matrix (GLCM) is introduced with one simple example. The
GLCM measures the frequency of different combinations of pixel brightness values (gray
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levels) occurring in an image [1, 2]. The definition is as follows, suppose we have an
image I to be analyzed in which:
Lx = {1, 2,.... N x } is the number of column,
Ly = {1, 2,…. N y } is the number of rows,

G = {0, 1, 2,…. N g −1 } is the set of N g quantized gray levels.
A GLCM is a square matrix for which the number of rows is equal to the number
of the columns, and also equal to the number of gray levels. Each element in this new
matrix is referred to as a “relative frequency” g (i, j ) between 2 pixels with gray levels i
and j respectively. An additional condition is that the two pixels to be located at the ends
of a predefined vector of length d and angle θ (polar representation) or length d1 and d 2
(cartesian representation). One GLCM can be computed for each new vector t = ( d , θ )
and can be named Gt with each element Gt (i, j ) being the frequency of occurrence of the
pixel value pair (i, j).
Figure 2.2 shows an example for computing a GLCM from a sample image.
Figure 2.2(a) location wise is the original image with pixels values. Figure 2.2(b) is the
4*4 GLCM matrix with combination pixels values. Figure 2.2(c) shows the GLCM
matrix. Row 1 column 1 in Figure 2.2(c) shows the number of (0,0) combinations in the
image. The same rule applies to all the other elements in both matrices. Figure 2.2(d)
shows each of the elements of Figure 2.2(c) as a probability, given that the total number
of possible transitions on Figure 2.2(a) is 12. In this format the GLCM is similar to a
second order histogram.
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Figure 2.2 GLCM computation example (a) pixel distribution in a sample image (b)
location-wise pixel pair (c) GLCM matrix of sample image with d=1, θ = 00 (d) GLCM
matrix value in the “relative frequency” format
The GLCM matrix represents significant quantity of data as it is typically
computed for multiple vector length and directions, consequently, features computed
from GLCM matrix are a more attractive option to measure textural information. A
number of texture features can be extracted from the GLCM matrix including the first
moment µ x , µ y and standard deviation “ σ ”for the GLCM matrix. Let g (i, j) be the (i, j)
directional entry in G, then the means are given by the equation.

µx =
µy =

N g −1 N g −1

∑ ∑ i ⋅ g (i, j )
i=0

j =0

N g −1 N g −1

∑∑
i =0

j ⋅ g (i, j )

(2.1)

j =0

The first moment is not the average of pixel values in the original image [2]. The
moments represent the weighted means for the rows and columns of the GLCM. They are
identical if the GLCM is symmetrical and will be different if the GLCM is asymmetrical.
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σx =
σy =

N g −1 N g −1

∑ ∑ (i − µ )
i =0

j =0

⋅ g (i, j )

(2.2)

N g −1 N g −1

∑ ∑ (i − µ
i=0

2

x

j =0

y

) 2 ⋅ g (i , j )

The Variance relies on the weighted mean, and the dispersion around the mean
within small value. This feature deals specifically with the variance of the probability of
pixel pair occurrences and is not the simple variance of gray levels in the original image
[2,7].
The seven features that were selected for texture analysis were based on a careful
observation of the GLCMs computed from the images in the data set (Appendix C). The
features are defined below:
A=

N g −1 N g −1

∑∑g
i =0

2

(i, j )

j =0

(2.3)

The Energy “A” is also called Angular Second Moment [8] and measures the
number of repeated pairs. High energy values occur when the gray level distribution in
the image is a constant, or when the frequency of repeated pixel pairs is high. Thus,
energy reaches values close to its maximum, equal to 1. Energy predicted will be higher
for smooth-textures than for rough textures.
C=

N g −1 N g −1

∑ ∑ g (i, j)(i − j )
i=0

j =0

2

(2.4)

The contrast “C” is a feature that favors transitions between the highest and the
lowest gray level values of pair pixels [24]. This definition is also used in the GLCM
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contrast expression also. High contrast values imply high contrast textures. This measure
is also known as “Inertia”.
N g −1 N g −1

∑ ∑ g (i, j ) log { g ( i, j )}

E=

i =0

j =0

(2.5)

The Entropy parameter “E” measures the disorder within an image. [2]When the
image is not texturally uniform, many GLCM elements have very small values, which
imply that entropy is very high [2, 8]. Entropy is correlated to energy, thus, similar
results are expected for energy and entropy for a given image.
H=

N g −1 N g −1

∑∑g
i =0

j =0

(i, j ) 1/ (1 + (i − j ) 2 ) 
(2.6)

The inverse difference moment “H” is also known as homogeneity [9]. This
parameter measures image homogeneity as it assumes larger values for smaller gray level
differences in pair elements [2]. Therefore, the parameter is more sensitive to the
presence of near diagonal elements in the GLCM.

U=

N g −1 N g −1

∑ ∑ (ij ) g (i, j )
i =0

(2.7)

j =0

The autocorrelation “U” is defined combination pairs as one point or one element,
and describes the correlation of this point between other combination pair series.
N g −1 N g −1

∑ ∑ (ij ) g (i, j ) − µ

R=

i =0

j =0

σ xσ y

x

− µy
(2.8)

The GLCM correlation “R” is expressed by the correlation coefficient between
two random variables I and j, where I represents the possible outcomes in the gray level
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value measurement for the first element of the displacement vector, while j is associated
with the gray level value of the second element of the displacement vector [2].
S=

N g −1 N g −1

∑ ∑ (i + j − µ
i=0

j =0

x

− µ y )3 ⋅ g (i, j )
(2.9)

The cluster shade “S” emphasizes locally shadowed areas, and measures the
symmetry of the matrix [25]. It significantly relies on the GLCM sum of row and column
moments. It can be positive or negative, determined by with side of the mean was
favored. In other words, when the absolute value of cluster shade is high, the GLCM is
lacks of symmetry.

2.3 Semivariogram
Statistical prediction may be based on the assumption that a set of measurements of a
variable ( z1 , z2 ,….. zn ) represent n realizations of a random variable z. The spatial
variation can be evaluated using semivariogram [13].The semi-variance (γ) is defined as
half of the expected squared difference between any paired data values { z ( x ), z ( x + h) }:
2
var [ z ( x) − z ( x + h) ] = E { z ( x) − z ( x + h)}  = 2γ (h)



(2.10)

In our study, z is a random function of the indentation modulus of applied picture
that varies continuously in space; x is the spatial coordinate of locations; so z ( x ) is the
pixel value of our sample, and h, also known as lag, is a vector representing the distance
and direction between any two data locations. h = ( d , θ )

γ ( h) =

1 m(h)
2
{ z ( xi ) − z ( xi + h)}
∑
2m( h) i =1

m(h) is the number of data pairs { z ( xi ), z ( xi + h) } for observations separated by h.
10

(2.11)

For example we have the same image as figure 2.3

Figure 2.3 Sample image to compute the semivariogram
If d = 1 , and θ = 0° , the semivariogram value solution is given below:

γ ( h) ⋅ 2m ( h) = 0 − 0 + 0 − 1 + 1 − 1 + 0 − 0 + 0 − 1
2

2

2

2

2

+ 1 −1 + 0 − 2 + 2 − 2 + 2 − 2 + 2 − 2 + 2 − 3 + 3 − 3
2

2

2

2

2

2

2

=7

There are twelve pairs in the image resulting in m( h) =12; γˆ (h) =7/24. According
to the geostatistics experience, some model function can be built based on experimental
data. These models can be used to describe the common behavior and the general
characteristics of a semivariogram[13], including:

•

The semivariogram value typically increased with the lag distance

•

The semivariogram value will converge to limit constant for the whole picture
called “sill” with increasing lag distance

•

The value increases rapidly at low lags and then progresses linearly. The lag
distance corresponding to changing moment is called the “correlation length”

Many models have been built in the past to fit the features described obtained from
the semivariogram. For example: spherical model, exponential model, Gaussian model
and so on [13, 14].The exponential models are described by the equation:
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−h
L

γ (h) = c0 + c(1 − e ) γ (0) = 0

(2.12)

where c0 is the nugget variance, c is “sill”, h is the offset between compared pair, γ(h) is
the semi-variance as a function of lag (h), and L is the correlation length. The parameters
in the exponential model (L, c0 , c) can be estimated by the least square estimation
method [13, 14].
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Chapter Three
Image Analysis Sequence
Before applying statistical analysis to the bone image, some preprocessing steps are
necessary. First, we must convert the 3D image into a 2D projection image. A template
image should be created in order to gain the region of interest in the 2D projection image.
Considering that one of the purposes is microstructure analysis of the bone images, some
methods that can promote image enhancement in the spatial domain should be
considered. A common method known as “histogram equalization” is utilized for this
purpose. Finally, in order to reduce the calculation time for the algorithms, another
commonly used method—“quantization” of gray levels needs to be applied. Figure 3.1
depicts the flow of image preprocessing steps.

Figure 3.1Image analysis sequence
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3.1 Transforming 2D Projection Image
Two-dimensional projection images of bone images can be generated by averaging the
gray values of the slice images from the three-dimensional micro-CT data [26]. See
figure 3.2.

Figure 3.2 Transformation of 3D image into a 2D projection image [26]

3.2 Region of Interest
It is sometimes of interest to process a single subregion of an image, leaving other
regions unchanged. This is commonly referred to as region-of-interest (ROI) processing.
There are many methods to detect the region of interest. Thresholding is one of the
popular methods for this purpose [27]. From a grayscale image, a threshold can be used
to create a binary image. The binary image can act as a template for the ROI.
During the threshold process, it is assumed that the ROI pixel value is greater or
lower than some threshold value. Normally, an object pixel is given a value of “1” while
a background pixel is given a value of “0.” Finally, a template binary image is created by
coloring each pixel white or black.
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After getting the template binary images from the thresholding process, there may
be some spurious areas still existing inside the interest region. The reason for the
presence of these spots is that some pixel values in the interest region are below the
threshold pixel value. In order to delete these blobs, many morphological methods can be
applied, such as “dilation and erosion” [28], “the hit-or-miss transformation” [29],
“opening and closing” [29]. A MATLAB function described as “imfill (p, ‘holes’)” is
utilized in this research. This function fills holes in the binary image p. A hole is a set of
background pixels that cannot be reached by filling in the background from the edge of
the image.

Figure 3.3 (a) Original sample color picture (b) gray scale image of color sample (c)
template binary image with “0” inside interest region (d) binary template image after
filling process
15

Figure 3.3(a) is a sample color image composed of tower with sky background. The
texture study is to be done on the tower part only. First the color image is transformed to
gray scale and then a template image with threshold method, which includes many dark
pixels inside the ROI. The template image with “1” in the tower part and “0” in the
background is created from the original image. Size and index location is the same as the
original image and can be used as a check for the ROI. Figure 3.4 shows the ROI method
applied on 2D projection bone image.

Figure 3.4 (a) Gray scale image of 2D projection bone (b) template binary image with “0”
inside interest region (c) binary template image after filling process, white stands for
valid bone region

3.3 Histogram Equalization
In image processing, histogram equalization is a popular technique to improve contrast. It
has been proved that this method will provide better details of bone structure in X-ray
images [26]. Histogram Equalization uses the image's histogram to adjust its contrast
[30]. Its function is similar to that of a histogram stretch but provides more consistent
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results across a wider range of images [31]. The probability of gray level ri in an image is
defined by the equation:
p (ri ) = ni / n (i=1, 2………………, L-1)

(3.1)

Where, L is the total number of possible gray levels in the researched image, n is
the total number of pixels in the image, ni is the number of pixels with gray level ri . The
cumulative distribution function (CDF) is used and can be expressed as
i

i

nk
(i=1, 2………………., L-1)
k =0 n

ci = C ( ri ) = ∑ p( rk ) = ∑
k =0

(3.2)

The inverse transformation from c to r can be used as below:
ri = T −1 (ci )

(3.3)

Figure 3.5 (a) Original image with lake and trees (b) image after histogram equalization
(c) original 2D projection trabecular bone image (d) image after histogram equalization
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3.4 Quantization

Figure 3.6 (a) Sample color image (b) gray scale image of sample with quantization level
for 256 (c) gray scale image of sample with quantization level for 64 (d) gray scale image
of sample with quantization level for 8
The number of gray levels is important as the matrix size depends on how many gray
levels are present in the image. There is a tradeoff between the number of gray levels
required for accurate description of textures and computational complexity. There are
three major quantization schemes: (1) uniform quantization [32] (2) Gaussian
quantization [33] and (3) equal probability quantization [3, 32]. The uniform quantization
is the simplest and most popular form and is utilized for the bone images. The gray levels
are quantized into separate bins with uniform tolerance limits or spaces. As defined
below:
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y = Q( x)

(3.4)

In function 3.4, y is the pixel value after quantization method, x is original pixel value. Q
is the uniform quantization operation applied to image. It has been noted based on tests
that eight gray levels are sufficient to derive textural properties.
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Chapter Four
Experimental Procedure
Thirteen cylindrical specimens of cancellous bone from six males of different age ranges
were used in this experiment. Some of them were normal bones and some were
osteoporosis infested. Three crucial parameters were obtained from the mechanical tests
on the bones: elastic modulus, strength; and bone volume fraction (BV/TV). These
parameters play a key role in determining if a bone has been infested by osteoporosis.
The image data and mechanical test data were provided by the Department of Health and
Kinesiology, at The University of Texas at Tyler.

Figure 4.1 (a) 2D projection image of bone Strength for 0.73 Mpa (b) 2D projection
image of bone Strength for 3.27 Mpa (c) 2D projection image of bone Strength for 8.42
Mpa

By averaging the gray values of the slice image from 3D image, 2D projection is
obtained as shown in Figure 4.1. The resolution of the input image was 50 µ m ,
generating an image of size 218 by 218 pixels in the objective image. In the 2D
projection, the input image of the sample bone area needs to be separated from the
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background. A thresholding method was used to figure out the edge of the bone. In
further processing, blobs inside the circle were removed. The template binary image can
be obtained as an index to the valid bone region.
Figure 4.2 shows a 2D image of trabecular bone with strength of 7.07 Mpa. After
binary thresholding, an image which includes spots inside the circle is obtained. The dark
spots are cleared with MATLAB function “imfill”. The template image is used to localize
the valid bone part being studied.

Figure 4.2 (a) Binary image with blobs (b) binary template (c) valid bone part extracted
If the histogram equalization was performed for the whole trabecular bone image,
it would be affected adversely by the black background that occupies almost half of the
entire image. The solution is to use the binary template image as an index to do the
histogram equalization only on the valid bone and then obtain the enhanced picture on the
spatial domain. See figure 4.3.

4.1 GLCM Computation
Some parameters are very important when computing the GLCM: number of
quantization levels N g ; the displacement values d; the orientation value θ . Eight gray
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Figure 4.3 (a) Sample image with Strength for 8.42 Mpa (b) histogram equalization for
the whole image (c) histogram equalization only on the valid bone part

levels were used in this experiment with the uniform quantization scheme to extract
features from the 2D projection image. A displacement value d was set to 1, 2, 3, and 4
for every test image. The tested orientations were 0ο , 45o , 90o , 135o . Seven different
GLCM features can be obtained from the experiment, namely; energy, contrast,
autocorrelation, correlation, entropy, homogeneity; and cluster-shade. Hence for every
tested image, 112 different data types corresponding to different orientations and
displacement and features would be expected (Appendix B).

4.2 Semivariogram Analysis
Unlike the GLCM, where the matrix size was determined by the number of gray levels,
the semivariogram ran on the whole image with 218*218 size. Quantization is not a
factor for reducing calculation time. Also the histogram equalization is not required
because of past experiments. However, the same ROI method is utilized and the
displacement in the semivariogram will be set from 1 to 50. The orientations used are 00 ,
450 , 900 , 1350 . The values of the semivariogram are averaged. After getting 50 different

semivariogram values, the obtained data is inserted into an exponential model to calculate
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the nugget variance, sill and correlation length. Here the MATLAB function
“lsqcurvefit”, is used to provide us the best parameters for curve-fitting.

4.3 Statistical Analysis
How good one term is at predicting another is described by a standard parameter called
the “Coefficient of Determination R 2 ”. When the value of R 2 equals 1.0 and the value of
one term are known, the value of another can be accurately predicted. That means these
two terms are totally correlated. If R 2 is 0, knowing one term doesn't help predict another
[34]. That means these two terms are totally uncorrelated. In general, a higher value of
R 2 means that one term can be more accurately predicted from another.
The “Coefficient of Determination R 2 ” is often applicable in linear regression
problems. Given a set of data points n, linear regression gives a formula for the line most
closely matching those points [35]. It also gives a R 2 value to say how well the resulting
line matches the original data points. The formula is:


n
 n  n 

n∑ xi yi −  ∑ xi  ∑ yi 

i =1
 i =1  i =1 
R2 = 
2
2

 n 2  n 
 n 2  n 
 n  ∑ xi  −  ∑ xi  n  ∑ yi  −  ∑ yi 
 i =1   i =1 
 i =1
  i =1 










(4.1)

In this project, after the data was obtained from the texture algorithm, the
experimental data from the 2D projection image was correlated with the data obtained
from the mechanical test. Linear regression methods were used to model the relationship
between the mechanical test data (y) from 3D technique and experimental data (x) from
the 2D projection image.
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Chapter Five
Results
5.1 GLCM Feature Analysis Results
For each bone, the texture features extracted from the GLCM and semivariogram
parameters were analyzed for a statistical fit with the mechanical test data. The
mechanical testing indicated various levels of strength in trabecular bones: weak bone,
medium bone, and strong bone. Orientation is very important for many of the GLCM
parameters. The “Coefficient of Determination R 2 ” values were checked one by one for
each parameter and each orientation (Appendix B). A sample analysis of results is shown
below.
Table 5.1 Energy and Homogeneity for each bone sample (orientation for 00 ,
displacement for 1)
Image
Number
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
R2

Elastic Modulus
(MPa)
126.0714
226.4135
119.7225
693.0832
552.2352
516.5530
427.3481
534.8067
1224.1589
1511.5544
1722.0936
1604.3418
1028.7697
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Energy
0.0662
0.0651
0.0647
0.0551
0.0674
0.0596
0.0595
0.0707
0.0609
0.0507
0.0545
0.0611
0.0523
0.395

Homogeneity
0.8306
0.8269
0.8257
0.7757
0.8348
0.8010
0.7981
0.8532
0.8095
0.7496
0.7696
0.8064
0.7576
0.401

2000
1800

Elastic Modulus

1600
1400
1200
1000
800
600
400
200
0
0

0.01

0.02

0.03

0.04
Energy

0.05

0.06
0.07
0.08
y = -57828x + 4296.1
R² = 0.3952

(a)
0.86

Elastic Modulus

0.84
0.82
0.8
0.78
0.76
0.74
0

500

1000
Homogeneity

1500
2000
y = -4E-05x + 0.8313
R² = 0.401

(b)
Figure 5.1 Linear regression models of Elastic Modulus (a) Energy with “Coefficient of
Determination R 2 ” for 0.395 (b) Homogeneity with “Coefficient of Determination R 2 ”
for 0.401

Table 5.1 and Figure 5.1 show us the correlation of energy and homogeneity to
elastic modulus when orientation is 00 , and displacement is 1. It can be concluded that
these measures are only partially related with elastic modulus.
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Table 5.2 “Coefficient of Determination R 2 ” values for different displacements for
Energy, Entropy, Contrast, Homogeneity, Correlation and Autocorrelation with
orientation for 00

R^2(Elastic
Modulus)
Energy
Entropy
Contrast
Homogeneity
Correlation
Autocorrelation

d=1

d=2

d=3

d=4

Average

0.395
0.45
0.456
0.401
0.394
0.316

0.412
0.45
0.481
0.41
0.48
0.498

0.409
0.447
0.502
0.424
0.507
0.54

0.393
0.434
0.503
0.429
0.51
0.568

0.402
0.445
0.489
0.416
0.473
0.481

For example, it was observed that the parameters in Table 5.2 could somewhat
predict the elastic modulus of the bone being tested.
0.9
0.8
0.7
0.6
Average R^2(Elastic
Modulus) for d=1

0.5
0.4

Average R^2(Strength) for
d=1

0.3
0.2

Average R^2(BV/TV)for
d=1

0.1
0

Figure 5.2 Four directions average R 2 value of every parameter when d=1
After thorough analysis of the results in Appendix B, the 'Cluster-Shade'
parameter was found to correlate well in multiple orientations and distances when applied
to all the feature parameters of the bone including the elastic modulus, strength, bone
volume fraction (BV/TV), with especially strong fits with the BV/TV value. Figure 5.2
shows four direction’s average R 2 value in linear regression model when displacement is
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one, Figure 5.3 shows R 2 value between cluster shade and BV/TV when displacement is
one and orientation is 00 .
0.4
0.35
0.3
BV/TV

0.25
0.2
0.15
0.1
0.05
-5

-4

-3

-2

Cluster Shade

0
-1
0
y = 0.0439x + 0.3275
R² = 0.7037

Figure 5.3 Linear regression models between Cluster Shade and BV/TV when d=2,
orientation for 00

Table 5.3 Cluster Shade (d=2) corresponding to bone volume fraction (BV/TV) for
different orientations

BV/TV
0.135896
0.147494
0.131742
0.16612
0.257839
0.186335
0.198986
0.223
0.21531
0.232785
0.334365
0.306089
0.286095
R^2

Cluster
shade( 00 )
-4.544
-3.115
-3.349
-4.513
-2.594
-1.954
-2.921
-2.776
-2.397
-1.491
-0.697
-0.468
-1.912
0.703

Cluster
shade( 450 )
-6.491
-4.504
-9.268
-5.720
-0.732
-1.619
-3.537
-3.184
-2.258
-1.032
-0.617
-0.138
-1.839
0.695
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Cluster
shade( 900 )
-6.584
-4.893
-5.988
-5.820
-0.616
-2.618
-1.992
-2.853
-2.179
-0.535
-1.285
-0.421
-1.860
0.701

Cluster
shade( 1350 )
-7.418
-5.215
-3.345
-5.624
-0.325
-3.265
-2.450
-3.092
-2.285
-1.522
0.643
0.661
-1.144
0.794

Table 5.4 Elastic Modulus fit with Cluster Shade for various displacements and
orientations

R^2(Elastic
Modulus)
00
450
900
1350
average

d=1

d=2

d=3

d=4

0.336
0.571
0.442
0.422
0.442

0.647
0.542
0.521
0.544
0.564

0.687
0.478
0.501
0.571
0.557

0.68
0.445
0.447
0.552
0.531

From Table 5.4, it can be observed that the orientation also plays a very important
role when fitted with data between the elastic modulus and cluster shade, especially when
the displacement is set to 2, 3, 4 at 00 . The values indicate that a higher cluster shade
value means a stronger bone.
Table 5.5 Bone Strength fit with Cluster Shade for various displacements and orientations

R^2(Strength)
00
450
900
1350
average

d=1
0.316
0.58
0.433
0.436
0.441

d=2
0.678
0.583
0.569
0.6
0.608

d=3
0.728
0.519
0.565
0.624
0.609

d=4
0.706
0.478
0.541
0.588
0.578

From Table5.5, it can be safely concluded that Cluster Shade correlated well with
bone strength.
Table 5.6 BV/TV fit with Cluster Shade for various displacements and orientations

R^2(BV/TV)
00
450
900
1350
average

d=1
0.26
0.609
0.43
0.46
0.44

d=2
0.703
0.695
0.701
0.794
0.723
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d=3
0.855
0.655
0.733
0.852
0.774

d=4
0.879
0.628
0.704
0.838
0.762

0.4
0.35
0.3

BV/TV

0.25
0.2
0.15
0.1
0.05
0
-8

-6

-4

-2

Cluster Shade

0

2
4
y = 0.0232x + 0.2753
R² = 0.879

Figure 5.4 The highest “Coefficient of Determination R 2 ” in Cluster Shade and BV/TV

From Table 5.6, according to the value of “Coefficient of Determination R 2 ”, this
data set fits very well with BV/TV. The highest value equals 0.879 (d=4, orientation for
00 ).

According to the regression analysis done earlier for every parameter, it can be
seen that the cluster shade is the best parameter from GLCM features to use in predicting
bone features.

5.2 Semivariogram Analysis Results
The value of the semivariogram increases with the displacement d if the image pixels are
spatially correlated. The reason is that pixels located closer to each other tend to be more
similar than pixels located farther from each other. However, in most cases, it will reach a
peak at certain displacement values. The texture features are based on this displacement
variety [36].
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This variety behavior was validated by the analysis, with the region of interest
covering the whole bone (not just part of area taken from bone). The semivariogram in
the 2D projection image with a low strength reached its lower maximum value, and
reached the peak slowly (Figure 5.5). However, the ones with higher strength have higher
maximum semivariogram value and arrive at the plateau more rapidly (Figure 5.6).
The semivariogram has been proven to identify a strong or a weak bone [16]. In
this project, this method is applied to the same bone data samples used for the GLCM
based analysis.

Table 5.7 Different “sill” values corresponding to Elastic Modulus, Strength, and BV/TV
Elastic Modulus
(MPa)
126.0714288
226.4135295
119.7225897
693.0832725
552.23525
516.553024
427.3481559
534.8066583
1224.158963
1511.554474
1722.093557
1604.341796
1028.769721

Strength
(MPa)
0.89872794
1.317838342
0.736991678
3.574800483
3.936745717
3.278947907
2.892875023
3.625236217
7.581007434
7.072443151
8.427645863
11.71234862
6.49845677

BV/TV
0.135896
0.147494
0.131742
0.16612
0.257839
0.186335
0.198986
0.223
0.21531
0.232785
0.334365
0.306089
0.286095

Sill
2469
2993
3300
8962
6228
6913
3383
3416
9526
9754
10352
11098
7300

Table 5.7 shows the “sill” value and is computed with sample data. Figure 5.7 shows
linear regression model analysis for each parameter. As we observed from Table 5.7 and
Figure 5.7, the semivariogram’s “sill” value fits very well with the strength and elastic
modulus, however fits relatively poorly with the BV/TV.
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exponential models of semivariogram
2500

semivariogram value

2000

1500

experimental data
curve fitting data
sill

1000

500

0

0

5

10

15

20
25
30
displacement

35

40

45

50

Figure.5.5 Weak bone with Strength for 0.9 Mpa, in the exponential model (sill for 2469)
exponential models of semivariogram
10000

semivariogram value

8000

6000

4000

experimental data
curve fitting data
sill

2000

0

-2000

0

5

10

15

20
25
30
displacement

35

40

45

50

Figure 5.6 Strong bone with Strength for 7.07 Mpa in the exponential model (sill for
9754)
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Elastic modulus

2000
1500
1000
500
0
0

2000

4000

6000

8000

10000
12000
y = 0.1627x - 280.98
R² = 0.8302

8000

10000
12000
y = 0.0009x - 1.2842
R² = 0.7728

8000

10000
12000
y = 1E-05x + 0.1244
R² = 0.4676

Sill

(a)
14
12
Strength

10
8
6
4
2
0
0

2000

4000

6000
Sill

BV/TV

(b)
0.4
0.35
0.3
0.25
0.2
0.15
0.1
0.05
0
0

2000

4000

6000
Sill

(c)
Figure 5.7 Linear regression model applied to (a) Elastic Modulus and “sill” (b) Strength
and “sill” (c) BV/TV and “sill”
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Chapter Six
Discussion and Conclusion
The results from GLCM feature analysis demonstrate that it is possible to estimate bone’s
textural features, microstructure and mechanical properties with the GLCM parameter
called ‘Cluster Shade’. The linear regression testing with ground truth data from bone
samples showed a high “Coefficient of Determination R 2 ” value, and fits well with one of
the bone’s most important microstructure parameters called BV/TV. It was also noted the
features of the bone may be derived from other GLCM features such as energy, entropy,
contrast, homogeneity, correlation autocorrelation, and elastic modulus in some
displacements and orientations.

Figure 6.1 GLCM matrix bone with low Strength for 0.9 Mpa (displacement for 4,
quantization levels for 8, orientation for 900 )
Cluster shade relies on the directional means of the GLCM. In most of our
experiments eight quantization levels were utilized and the means of the two dimensional
projection image of the GLCM lies between 4 and 5. This parameter defines 'imaginary
symmetric lines' from the top right corner to lower left corner. Elements located further
from these 'imaginary symmetric lines' play more important roles in the textural features
or symmetric properties of the bone.
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In figure 6.1, the sum of µ x , µY equals 9.32. Because of this, the 'imaginary
symmetric lines (red line) are located a little closer to lower left corner. The first point
(the red circle) which is also the farthest point plays the most important role in the cluster
shade of this matrix and leads the value of total cluster shade to -10.27. Generally, if
more shades appear in the top left corner, the cluster shade value will be more negative.
Relatively, the lower right corner tends to be more positive. This may be the reason why
cluster shade fits better with bone images than other parameters obtained from the GLCM
matrix, because other parameters are positive. Also, more quantization levels provide
larger absolute values of cluster shade. Cluster shade also depends on the “spread” of the
matrix value away from the diagonal. From this project, assumption can be made that
behavior of this “spread” of GLCM matrix highly correlates to real world bone’s microarchitectural properties.
In most cases, pixels located closer to each other are more similar than pixels
located farther apart. This phenomenon agrees with the semivariogram because its value
increases as h increases. This anticipated behavior is similar to the texture feature of
‘Contrast’ in GLCM. Also, higher semivariogram values correspond to lower
‘Correlation’ values because the ‘Correlation’ indicates the coefficient of the two
observed variables i and j in the GLCM. From this experiment, even the semivariogram
can’t fit very well with bone volume fraction, it shows a better linear regression
“Coefficient of Determination R 2 ” value with strength and elastic models.
Finally, comparing the two methods, cluster shade from GLCM provides an
excellent fit with bone volume fraction data, which is our first purpose to detect
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microstructure of bone. However, the “sill” recovered from semivariogram gives a better
method to prediction of the strength and elastic modulus of bone.

6.1 Future Work
There is still a lot to explore using the commonly used parameters of GLCM. For
example, we could use different quantization methods such as “equal probability” as
Hararick described in his paper [3], or the number of quantization levels can be increased.
Other texture algorithms deserve for the study in 2D projection bone images, for
example, gray-level difference vector [18], max-min texture [19], Fourier power
spectrum [22].
In addition, trabecular bone samples in this project were taken from six human
subjects, so the sampling may not be enough to have a significant conclusion. More
samples from more human subjects should be studied in the near future.
Moreover, for the semivariogram, histogram equalization was not used.
Histogram equalization proved to be a good method to enhance spatial-relationships.
Different quantization levels to reduce calculation time can also be investigated.

6.2 Conclusion
This study has described the implementation of texture algorithms based on Gray level
co-occurrence matrices and semivariograms. Parameters selected from these algorithms
reveal its relationship with a bone’s microstructure and mechanical properties. The
GLCM based cluster shade proved to be an effective method of predicting three
dimensional bone’s microstructure from two dimensional projection images. The
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semivariogram based “sill” gives an excellent prediction method for mechanical
properties of bones. Discovering these methods is very important because it provides a
very convenient and economic solution to predicting bone quality for medical
applications such as osteoporosis.
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Appendix A
MATLAB Code
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%main code of GLCM%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
clc
%because of some images in the beginning and the end are invalid
%so we take image from 15 to 200.
zmin=15;zmax=200;
%function "readimage" read 2d projection image from 3D dicom picture
[P]=readimage(zmin,zmax);
% convert to integer range 0-255
g=mat2gray(P);
P=im2uint8(g);
g=P;
L=input('L=');%L=45;main threshold gray level is 45.
%make a new binary image as index,inner part is valide bone part.outer
%is background which we don't need.
%function "circletemplate" create circle template: g
[g]=circletemplate(P,g,L);
% "histeqtry" is the histogramequalizaion only in the inner part.
P=histeqtry(P,g);
%figure,imshow(P),impixelinfo %figure
Q=input('Q=');%Q=8; number of gray level value in GLCM, we use 8
%Quantization number of gray level
H=fix(double(P)/(256/Q));
%figure,imshow(H,[]),impixelinfo
%glcmfour:calculateglcm in four direction p1=0degree, p2=45
%degree,p3=90degree,p4=135 degree
d=input('d=');%d=1,2,3,4 in our project
[p1,p2,p3,p4]=glcmfour(H,g,Q,d);
%"glcmparameter" calculate 7 different parameters of GLCM
glcmparameter(p1,p2,p3,p4,Q);

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%function of readimage%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
function [P]=readimage(m,n)
%read micro-CT images with DICOM format and store them
root='export';
start=m;
inte=1;
last=n;
num=start:inte:last;
ii=0;
num
%create an empty array
Projection2D = zeros(218,218,'double');
forifile=num;
ii=ii+1;
n4='0000';n4(4-length (num2str(ifile))+1:4)=num2str(ifile);
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name=[root '-' n4 '.dcm'];
if exist(name)
fprintf('-------Reading images files %s ---------\n', name);
microCTSlice = dicomread(name);
end
Projection2D=Projection2D+double(microCTSlice);
end;
%take the average of grey values
P=Projection2D/(n-m+1);

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%function circletemplate%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%In this function we create binary image as index of valid bone
%because there may be some dark part inside the circle, we must delete
it
function [g]=circletemplate(P,g,L)
%figure,imshow(P),impixelinfo
[M,N] = size(P);
for i=1:M
for j=1:N
if P(i,j)<L
g(i,j)=0;
else
g(i,j)=1;
end
end
end
g = imfill(g, 'holes');
%figure,imshow(g),impixelinfo

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%function histeqtry%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%this is function of the histogramequalizaion only in interest part of
%the picture, input x means the original picture, g is template
%image that we check the valid part, y is the output picture after
%histogramequalizaion in the valid part
function y=histeqtry(x,g)
[M,N] = size(x);
P=zeros(1,256);%create an zero array with 256 element
for i=1:M
for j=1:N
if g(i,j)==1 % check the circletemplate
k=x(i,j);
%k is pixel value
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P(k+1)=P(k+1)+1;
end
end
end
P=P/sum(P); %the probability of every pixel value in the inner
part
%
figure,bar(0:255,P,'g')
%Cumulative of probability of every pixel value in the inner part
S1=zeros(1,256);
for i=1:256
for j=1:i
S1(i)=P(j)+S1(i);
end
end
S2=round((S1*256)-0.5);
figure,bar(0:255,S2,'g')
y=x;
%after rearrange the pixel value in the inner part, we got the
%histogramequalizaion picture only in the innerpart.S2 become the index
%value of new histogramequalizaion image
for i=1:M
for j=1:N
if g(i,j)==1
k=x(i,j);
y(i,j)=S2(k+1); %put the new pixel value into new picture
end
end
end
%figure,imshow(y),impixelinfo

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%function glcmfour%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
% H is 2d projection image,A is template image, L is number of gray
%level which also determine the size of GLCM.
function [p1,p2,p3,p4]=glcmfour(H,A,L,d)
[M,N]=size(H);
P=zeros(L,L,4);%different degree.
k=d-1;
for i=1:M
for j=1:N
if j<N-k&&A(i,j)>0&&A(i,j+d)>0
%zero degree
l1=H(i,j)+1;
%for the difference first index
l2=H(i,j+d)+1;%between GLCM matrix and real picture
P(l1,l2,1)=P(l1,l2,1)+1;
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End
if i>d&&j<N-k&&A(i,j)>0&&A(i-d,j+d)>0 %45 degree
l1=H(i,j)+1;
l2=H(i-d,j+d)+1;
P(l1,l2,2)=P(l1,l2,2)+1;

end
if i<M-k&&A(i,j)>0&&A(i+d,j)>0
%90 degree
l1=H(i,j)+1;
l2=H(i+d,j)+1;
P(l1,l2,3)=P(l1,l2,3)+1;

end
if i<M-k&&j<N-k&&A(i,j)>0&&A(i+d,j+d)>0 %135 degree
l1=H(i,j)+1;
l2= H(i+d,j+d)+1;
P(l1,l2,4)=P(l1,l2,4)+1;
end
end
end
P(:,:,1)
P(:,:,2)
P(:,:,3)
P(:,:,4)
for n = 1:4
P(:,:,n) = P(:,:,n)/sum(sum(P(:,:,n))); %normalize
end
p1=P(:,:,1);%0 degree GLCM matrix
p2=P(:,:,2);%45 degree GLCM matrix
p3=P(:,:,3);%90 degree GLCM matrix
p4=P(:,:,4);%135 degree GLCM matrix

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%function glcmparameter%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%In this function we calculate each parameters of GLCM, They are
%energy, entropy, contrast, correlation, homogeniety, cluster shade
Function glcmparameter(p1,p2,p3,p4,L)
P(:,:,1)=p1;
P(:,:,2)=p2;
P(:,:,3)=p3;
P(:,:,4)=p4;
F = zeros(1,4);
A = F;
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E=F;
Ux = F;
deltaX= F;
C =F;
H= F;
S =F;
U=F;
R=F;
for n=1:4

Uy = F;
deltaY = F;

A(n) = sum(sum(P(:,:,n).^2)); %energy(angular second moment)
for l1 = 1:L
for l2 = 1:L
if P(l1,l2,n)~=0
E(n) = -P(l1,l2,n)*log(P(l1,l2,n))+E(n); %entropy
end
C(n) = (l1-l2)^2*P(l1,l2,n)+C(n);

%contrast

H(n)=P(l1,l2,n)/(1+(l1-l2)^2)+H(n);% local homogenity
Ux(n) = l1*P(l1,l2,n)+Ux(n); %¦Ìx
Uy(n) = l2*P(l1,l2,n)+Uy(n); %¦Ìy
end
end
end
for n=1:4
for l1 = 1:L
for l2 = 1:L
S(n)=P(l1,l2,n)*((l1+l2-Ux(n)-Uy(n))^3)+S(n);%cluster shade
deltaX(n) = (l1-Ux(n))^2*P(l1,l2,n)+deltaX(n); %¦Òx
deltaY(n) = (l2-Uy(n))^2*P(l1,l2,n)+deltaY(n); %¦Òy
R(n) = l1*l2*P(l1,l2,n)+R(n);
U(n) = l1*l2*P(l1,l2,n)+U(n); %Auto-correlation
end
end
R(n) = (R(n)-Ux(n)*Uy(n))/deltaX(n)/deltaY(n);
%corelation
end
%figure of the each parameter in different direction.
figure;
subplot(4,2,1);stem(A,'filled');title('Energy');
subplot(4,2,2);stem(E);title('Entropy');
subplot(4,2,3);stem(C,'c');title('Contrast');
subplot(4,2,4);stem(H,'.');title('homogeniety');
subplot(4,2,5);stem(S,'o');title('cluster shade');
subplot(4,2,6);stem(R,'*');title('Correlation');
subplot(4,2,7);stem(U,'^');title('Autocorrelation');
%put the data into excel
xlswrite('his132.xls',A,1,'A1:D1')
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xlswrite('his132.xls',E,1,'E1:H1')
xlswrite('his132.xls',C,1,'I1:L1')
xlswrite('his132.xls',H,1,'M1:P1')
xlswrite('his132.xls',S,1,'Q1:T1')
xlswrite('his132.xls',R,1,'U1:X1')
xlswrite('his132.xls',U,1,'Y1:AB1')

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%main function of semivariogram%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
% get semivariogram value, the displacement set to 50
%obtain inputs from users
zmin=15;zmax=200;
%read 2D image from 3D image
[P]=readimage(zmin,zmax);
P=int16(P);
P=fix(double(P));
figure,imshow(P,[]),impixelinfo
g=P;
L=210;%L=input('L=');% we take out the eadge by the threholding method
[g]=circletemplate(P,g,L);% we only consider ROI part of image
figure,imshow(g,[]),impixelinfo
d=input('d=');%d=50-distance between two observed pair, use 50 in here
G=zeros(1,d);
%calculate different semivariogram when h increase
for k=1:d
[s]=newvar(g,P,k);
G(k)=s;
end
%figure,scatter(1:75,G,'g')
T=zeros(1,d);
for k=1:d
T(k)=k;
end
x=T;
y=G;
%use curfit mesthod to calculate semivarogram value.
initialConditions = [-110 8000 10];%the initial conditions according to
%estimate of start point of function
[newParameters,error] = lsqcurvefit(@myPolyCurve,
initialConditions,x,y);
figure
scatter(x,y) %plot the scatter plot
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hold %hold the figure
newParameters
%use new parameters to get new output values
y2 = myPolyCurve(newParameters,x);
%plot the new data using the read color
plot(x,y2,'r')
title('exponential models of semivariogram')
xlabel('displacement')
ylabel('semivariogram value')

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%function newvar%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%calculate semivariogram in each direction,only in ROI part
function [S]=newvar(g,P,d)
h=zeros(1,4);
p=zeros(1,4);
G=zeros(1,4);
[M,N]=size(P);
%----------------------------------for i=1:M %0degree
for j=1:N-d
if g(i,j)>0&&g(i,j+d)>0
l1=(P(i,j)-P(i,j+d))^2;
p(1)=p(1)+1;%calculate how many pairs they runs.
h(1)=h(1)+l1;%sum of semivariogram
end
end
end
G(1)=h(1)/(2*p(1));
%------------------------------------for i=(d+1):M %45degree
for j=1:N-d
if g(i,j)>0&&g(i-d,j+d)>0
l2=(P(i,j)-P(i-d,j+d))^2;
p(2)=p(2)+1;%calculate how many pairs in this algorithm
h(2)=h(2)+l2;%sum of semivariogram
end
end
end
G(2)=h(2)/(2*p(2));
%-------------------------------------for i=1:M-d %90degree
for j=1:N
if g(i,j)>0&&g(i+d,j)>0
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l3=(P(i,j)-P(i+d,j))^2;
p(3)=p(3)+1;%calculate how many pairs they runs.
h(3)=h(3)+l3;%sum of semivariogram
end
end
end
G(3)=h(3)/(2*p(3));
%--------------------------------------for i=1:M-d %135degree
for j=1:N-d
if g(i,j)>0&&g(i+d,j+d)>0
l4=(P(i,j)-P(i+d,j+d))^2;
p(4)=p(4)+1;%calculate how many pairs they runs.
h(4)=h(4)+l4;%sum of semivariogram
end
end
end
G(4)=h(4)/(2*p(4));
%take the average of every direction.
S=sum(G)/4;

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%function mypolycurve%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
function output= myPolyCurve (param,input)
a = param(1);
b = param(2);
c= param(3);
% this is the 3rd order polynomial equation here
output = a+b*(1-exp(-input/c));
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Bone Properties Corresponding to GLCM Parameters

No 1 Elastic Modulus =126.0714
Strength =0.8987
BV/TV =0.1358

No 2 Elastic Modulus =226.4135
Strength =1.3178
BV/TV =0.1474

No 3 Elastic Modulus =119.7226
Strength =0.7369
BV/TV =0.1317

No 4 Elastic Modulus =693.0833
Strength =3.5748
BV/TV =0.1661
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No 5 Elastic Modulus =552.2352
Strength =3.9367
BV/TV =0.2578

No 6 Elastic Modulus =516.5531
Strength =3.2789
BV/TV =0.1863

No 7 Elastic Modulus =427.3482
Strength =2.8928
BV/TV =0.1989

No 8 Elastic Modulus =534.8067
Strength =3.6252
BV/TV =0.2231
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No 9 Elastic Modulus =1224.1592
Strength =7.5810
BV/TV =0.2153

No 10 Elastic Modulus =1511.5543
Strength =7.0724
BV/TV =0.2327

No 11 Elastic Modulus =1722.094
Strength =8.4276
BV/TV =0.3343

No 12 Elastic Modulus =1604.342
Strength =11.7123
BV/TV =0.3061
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No 13 Elastic Modulus =1028.773
Strength =6.4984
BV/TV =0.2861
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GLCM Distribution for Different Level Strength Bones
Weak bone

Elastic modulus
126.071

Strength
0.899

Degree=0, Displacement=1

Degree=45, Displacement=1
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BV/TV
0.136
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Degree=90, Displacement=1

Degree=135, Displacement=1
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Median bone

Elastic modulus
516.553

Strength
3.279

Degree=0, Displacement=1

Degree=45, Displacement=1
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BV/TV
0.186
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Degree=90, Displacement=1

Degree=135, Displacement=1
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Strong bone

Elastic modulus
1722.093

Strength
8.428

Degree=0, Displacement=1

Degree=45, Displacement=1
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BV/TV
0.334
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Degree=90, Displacement=1

Degree=135, Displacement=1
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